CAMCIG Conference Call
Monday, May 4th, 2009
2:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Phone number to call: 1-888-422-7128
Password: 821073

Present: Armanda Barone (UCB; chair), Linda Barnhart (UCSD), Jim Dooley (UCM), Brad Eden (UCSB), Lai-Ying Hsiung (UCSC), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI), Sara Layne (UCLA), Nina Meechoonuk (UCSF), Manuel Urrizola (UCR, recorder)
Absent: Rebecca Doherty (CDL), Xiaoli Li (UCD)

1. Announcements
   - UCB has announced a VSO early retirement offer to first 200 people who apply. They will receive 3-4 months additional salary if they retire on June 30, 2009. [http://hrweb.berkeley.edu/scro/vso.htm](http://hrweb.berkeley.edu/scro/vso.htm)
   - No one was aware of similar offers by other UC’s.

2. OCLC announces "quick start" version of the OCLC WorldCat Local service (Brad’s email dated 4/23)
   - OCLC wants to become the world’s biggest OPAC and has announced the creation of a Web-scale cooperative library management service at no extra charge.
   - As WorldCat Local users, the UC’s should have some leverage in negotiations.
   - Circulation at network level seems somewhat far off to some of the CAMCIG members—not this year and perhaps not next year, but may be possible in the next several years.

3. Progress toward Cataloging at the Network Level (Linda)
   - UCSD is reviewing cataloging guidelines and local editing policies. (Should there be a UC-wide review?) UCSD will keep the other UC’s informed as to the outcome of their review.
   - UCSC has about 150 very old MARC records with invalid 008 fields. The records must be added to OCLC, but OCLC cannot load them due to the invalid 008. Instead of keying them directly into OCLC, or fixing them in the local ILS and then waiting for OCLC to load them, UCSC is experimenting with exporting these records from its local ILS, globally updating 008 using MarcEdit, batch-adding the edited
records to OCLC, then batch-exporting the records, with OCLC numbers, back into the local ILS. UCSC thinks that this newly gained knowledge might become handy towards cataloging at the network level when it needs to add to OCLC various types of metadata from other sources.

- UCLA is participating in Expert Community Experiment.
- UCR will share its Thai language expertise with UCB by cataloging five Thai books.
- UCB will consider cataloging a few Hebrew books for UCR.
- UCB is cataloging Germanic materials for UCSD.

4. LHR (testing/training)(Wanda, Sara, Linda)
   - **Training:** There is nothing to report since the CAMCIG sub-group met with the OCLC Western Training and Support Coordinator, Margi Mann.
   - **Testing:** UCD, UCLA, and UCI involved. UCD has received the project ID # from OCLC but has not sent the files yet. UCLA is sending MARC-formatted holdings updates. UCI is awaiting a purchased, output-load-table product from Innovative Interfaces Inc. (III). BTW, all the UC’s using III probably need to plan to purchase this same product.
   - **Documentation:** Updates to documentation due in mid-May.

5. Next Gen Technical Services update (Jim, Armanda)
   - **GOOD NEWS:** Armanda has joined the Next Gen Tech Services Steering Team.
   - Jim announced that it will take a while to populate the various sub-groups.
   - UCLA catalogers have concerns about the categories of the sub-group and would like to suggest changes.
   - All concerns should be sent to Jim (UCM), Armanda (UCB), or Martha Hruska at UCSD.

6. Changes in CAMCIG chair (Armanda)
   - **BAD NEWS:** Armanda will cease chairing CAMCIG to work on the Next Gen team.
   - **GOOD NEWS:** Xiaoli has agreed to chair CAMCIG; for the next couple of months (until August) Armanda will co-chair CAMCIG.
• The chair of CAMCIG will rotate alphabetically: UCD, then UCI, then UCLA, …
• BAD NEWS: Armanda will cease being a member of CAMCIG.
• GOOD NEWS: Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz will be the UCB member of CAMCIG.

7. Shared Print Steering Task Force, Bibliographic Services Cataloging Guidelines (Armanda and Jim) (Reminder: go back to your campuses for comment)
• Shared Print Steering Task Force (SPSTF) is discussing OCLC holdings symbol issues for shared print in place and stored at RLF. For shared print in place, the campus OCLC holdings symbol will be applied. For items at RLF, the group is discussing the option of both HHO and the RLF symbols (ZAS/ZAP).
• UC’s should use local symbol for campus shared print.
• Guidelines clarification: series statement not related to 793.
• Questions: Who is responsible for inputting 583 for materials deposited in SLF’s? Who is responsible for inputting 583 for materials already in SLF’s, such as UC-JSTOR journals? Does the 583 go into a holdings record (LHR) or the master bib record?
• ACTION: Armanda will take questions back to Task Force and bring answers back to CAMCIG.
• ACTION: Wanda will forward to Armanda an email about UC-JSTOR journals.

8. Reclamation Updates
• UCLA and UCR are in the middle of reclamation and have found OCLC very accommodating in handling different files differently.
• UCSD has send SCP and UCSD files for reclamation.
• UCI contacted OCLC before sending files.
• Eberry records sent for reclamation by UCSD with the permission of Ebrary.

Adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

Next phone call: June 1, 2009
Recorder: Nina Meechoonuk